INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS FOR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

B+K films enable you to highlight your own main features at
the point of sale in terms of packaging design and comfort,
and provide your products with a strong market image. We
offer you extensive service, many years of experience in cooperating with manufacturers of hygiene articles and the flexibility of a leading European producer and supplier.

Our customers have included well-known hygiene industry suppliers for a number of years. They not only regard us
as a manufacturer but, in many cases, also as a development partner. We professionally implement state-of-the-art
extrusion, printing, lamination and conversion technology and apply it individually. We meet our customers‘ expectations with top quality, a high level of innovativeness and reliable service. And we are delighted to develop new innovations such as complex convenience characteristics or ingenious film formats together with you.

THE ENTIRE RANGE FROM ONE SOURCE
Films for automatic filling machines and pre-converted packaging – we
will provide you with the very best packaging for your individual product. Firstly because we know what you need, and secondly because
we also keep an eye on the aspects of sustainability and sparing use of
resources for you.

YOU BENEFIT FROM REDUCED COSTS,
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY AND SPARING
USE OF RESOURCES.

One of many outstanding ideas: the B+K
Twister Plus® wicketed bag reduces the
amount of material and energy that is used.
This completely new packaging for tissue
products, which was developed in collaboration with a customer, also significantly
lowers production costs. The handle is
reinforced with a PE strip, thereby enabling
the handle label to be omitted and the wall
thickness reduced. Reverse printing increases the quality of the printed image and
removes the need for varnishing. In total,
Twister Plus® saves up to seventeen percent
material in comparison with the previous
packaging solution.

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTING IN
HD QUALITY
High-deﬁnition will dominate flexographic
packaging printing in the future. This outstanding
printing process enables
· high resolution images
·	extremely sharp printed images as in gravure
printing
· considerably softer imaging
· optimal detail reproduction
· a greater colour tone breadth
· intensive colours in combination with highlights
· surface homogeneity
· up to ten colours
In short: you can optimally present your product.

FROM VERY SMALL TO VERY LARGE
We supply transportation packaging manufactured from ﬂexible materials in all conventional
sizes as well as in larger formats. Further advantages of our products:
· Easy to handle
· Low dead weight
· Requires little space
·	Advantages when transporting and storing
the empty bags
·	Higher volume of product in the bag than in
rigid packaging
·	Additional cost advantage in comparison
with rigid packaging
· Easier to dispose of
· Gentle on the environment and sustainable

Standard HD

CONVENIENCE BEGINS WITH THE PACKAGING
Your customers demand optimal product protection and ease of handling. This is why we equip your packaging with the necessary convenience features: easy to open, easy to transport, pleasant to the touch and
of course resealable if necessary.
One special highlight: easy-opening perforations can be produced
with any pattern desired. This is made possible by the latest high-precision laser technology. For example, the perforation is oriented towards
printed contours or any other imaginary line. A resealable closure is also
possible, e.g. using a label.
The product can be kept clean, even when opened multiple times,
using a dust protection strip.
We can also design printable carrying handles according to your
requirements: the handle design and positioning are variable. For example, a handle on the long side of the bag offers increased convenience.

DIVERSE FORMATS –
YOUR ADVANTAGE, OUR
STRENGTH

WE IMPLEMENT YOUR
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
IN CLOSE CO-ORDINATION
WITH YOU.

Lengerich

we are flexibles

Konzell

France | Pont-Audemer
Middle East | Al-Khobar
UK | Telford

HYGIENE ARTICLES

Polska | Walce
B+K sets standards

INNOVATIVE AND EFFICIENT PACKAGING
OUR COMPANY
Bischof + Klein is one of Europe’s leading full-service suppliers of flexible plastic and plastic laminate packaging and
technical films. Founded in 1892, the family-owned company is represented around the world by a strong network of
production plants and sales offices.
Bischof + Klein employs cutting-edge technology plus creative and innovative ideas to produce tailored packaging
and film solutions within all industrial branches. Bischof + Klein regards itself as a pioneer within the field of sustainable management: economic, ecological and socially responsible activities giving consideration to future generations
are a matter of course for Bischof + Klein.

With its cutting-edge production, analysis and laboratory
facilities, B+K sets standards in the market. The outstanding
quality of our products is achieved through the precise
planning, careful checking and detailed documentation of
each individual production phase. We became one of the first
companies within the packaging industry to undergo certification
according to DIN EN ISO 9000 back in 1990, since when we have
complied with each of the latest standard revisions.

OUR INDUSTRIES:

The hygiene management system at B+K Konzell has been
certified by SQS in co-operation with SKZ.
Active environmental protection has been a firm part of our corporate philosophy since
1985 and now makes up B+K’s sustainability management system along with our economic
and social activities. In 1987, we became one of the first companies in Germany to publish an
environmental report. Since 1996, this has been constantly validated according to EMAS and
has now become part of the annual sustainability report.

MACHINERY
The B+K-GROUP manufactures its products using state-of-the art
systems for mono / co-extrusion, gravure / flexographic printing,
solvent-based / solvent-free lamination and coating as well as for
extrusion lamination and coating. Thanks to highly-developed conversion technology and product-specific facilities for sealed, welded and
adhesive designs, we are able to manufacture individual products
according to customers’ wishes. Our portfolio also includes packaging for high-purity products. These are produced in Lengerich under
ISO class 5 clean room conditions.
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A SELECTION OF OUR PRODUCTS:
CONVERTED PACKAGING | Block bottom bags | Liners | Open sacks | Side gusseted valve sacks | Stand up pouches
Wicketed bags / Value Packs | Stratapac™ | U-Pack® side gusseted bags | Cross bottom valve sacks
CleanFlex® CLEAN ROOM PACKAGING | CleanFlex ® barrier bags | CleanFlex ® bag systems | CleanFlex®
containment systems | CleanFlex® films and laminates | CleanFlex® gloves | CleanFlex® header bags | CleanFlex®
bottle-shaped bags | CleanFlex® Tyvek® / HDPE bags
material on reels / films for automatic filling machines | KoBarFlex® barrier films | EloFlex®
elongated films | Label films | Collation shrink films | FFS films | LidFlex peel films | Pallet protection films | Powerwrap
bale wrapping films | Laminates
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TechniCAL FILMS | Heat-bonded films | Surface protection films | Technical laminates
Bischof + Klein SE & Co. KG
Rahestraße 47 | 49525 Lengerich, Germany
Phone +49 5481 920 - 0 | Fax +49 5481 920 - 541
info@bk-international.com
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